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Ph.D. Program
New Ph.D. Program Bylaws (after 2010)

- Admittance after a call, twice per year (7+ 14 admitted in 2011)
- Annual progress report
- Thesis proposal defense after the first year
- Service to the Dept (120h/year)
- Supervision of a maximum of 5 Ph.D. candidates per Faculty Member
Ph.D degrees awarded

About 180 active Ph.D. students in 2011

End of a large-scale National Ph.D. funding Initiative
Distribution of Number of Ph.D. students currently supervised by the Faculty Members
National Programs for Ph.D. studies / Research Projects

- About 36 Ph.D. students funded in 2010-11 by research projects
- About 47 Ph.D. students funded in 2009-10 by research projects

About 2 Ph.D. students funded through TAs
Research Figures

About 2 journal pubs per Faculty
About 2.5 conference pubs per Faculty


1- TCS (Theoretical Computer Science)
2- CSA (Computer Systems & Applications)
3- CSP (Communications & Signal Processing)
Conference Publications per Division in 2008, 2009, 2010

1- TCS (Theoretical Computer Science)
2- CSA (Computer Systems & Applications)
3- CSP (Communications & Signal Processing)
Number of R&D projects per year

![Bar chart showing the number of R&D projects per year from 1987 to 2010. The chart indicates a fluctuation in the number of projects with peaks in 1999, 2000, and 2005.](image-url)
Funding (in million €) since mid-1990’s
Funding (in million €) after 2005

- EU Total
- PhD/Post Doc funding (HRAKLEITOS, PENED, PYTHAGORAS)
- Infrastructure (ΕΠΕΑΕΚ)
- Infrastructure (ΥΠΕΝΟ)
- RnD GSRT
- Private Sector
- Public Organisations
- Infrastructure (ΚΤΠ)
- RnD GSRT-SME
- Public Companies (ΔΕΗ, ΚΤΕΙ)2
- ΕΚΠΑ

[Bar chart showing funding distribution]
42 mostly research active Faculties
Large percentage are highly regarded within their research communities
A good percentage had quality education and excellent careers abroad
3 IEEE Fellows, one ACM Fellow

Interdisciplinary strength:

Ranked in the top 75-100 CS departments world-wide
(3 ARWU Shangai rankings)

Significant level of competitive research funding
3 ERC IDEAS Startup grants, several ITS-FET projects